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Wyze outdoor camera battery replacement

Some basic knowledge of battery life – In order to achieve optimal battery life, the camera must be very energy efficient, which means that it must sleep if not doing the prescribed work. Live streaming, recording motion video, time-lapse, time-lapse, timed recording all requires the camera to stay awake. Awake = more battery
consumption. Charge it with a fully equipped cable and base station. If you want to use your charger, make sure that both the adapter and the cable are capable of powering more than 5V/2A. Live streaming – feel free to live stream it, which is part of the purpose of the camera. Note that energy consumption, so you don't miss it streaming
when you don't need it. ( app, alexa, google ). When you're done, make sure you stop streaming. In group view, we added the wco game button. Motion Detection - If you are having trouble with motion detection, please follow this separate topic a. Battery life is directly related to the number of events recorded. from the application - an
event to see how many events are being saved. If you get 50 or 100 events a day, the battery life will be much shorter. Adjust settings or positions to remove false notifications. B. Detection device, is an image sensititiy. It's a software algorithm to filter out the wrong warnings. (set to HIGHTEST does not filter anything). If you get tons of
wrong triggers, but this algorithm filters them out, you may not see them on the event map. You can choose this max, and see if you get too many false messages. Then adjust the position and settings to remove as many incorrect notifications as possible. Then apply this algorithm again to remove more false warnings. Time-lapse and
scheduled recording uses a lot more battery life because it requires the camera to wake up a lot. If the battery falls too fast, it's a quick test to bring the camera into the control environment (not or a few warnings a day) and see how battery life changes on a daily basis. FAQ - Can back up the base station by consuming more battery - NO.
this video will go to the base station ( then the cloud ) first , regardless of whether this feature is enabled or not. So it does not consume extra battery. Is Person detection helps battery life – NO. it does not affect battery life. Because personalized identification is processed in the cloud. 18 Like bumping it up, for people, how is battery life
matter. Pls post in this sod. 1 Like 24 days wco. An average of 10 events a day. The average live view usage is 2min / day Battery 75% 2 Like @WyzeDongsheng It is not related to battery life, but is related to your latest comment on identification and whether the base station can be used instead of processing the cloud. Have not seen
the official wyze response to this or if it is even an option. Wyze Cam Outdoor Base Station for Edge Identification Wish List Can Wyze Cam Outdoor Base Station be used for processing Personal Identification instead of cloud processing? I know it is the cameras themselves with edge-based/device-based treatment. Does the support
station have the ability to perform processing? If so, it could certainly help Wyze save cloud costs while returning the person discovery free service to users of the outdoor cam. Technically, yes. Practically, pretty hard. You have to consider how many cameras can be one base support, and at the same time no PD. You will also be highly
optimized to run, and hard to compare with the exact cloud. 1 As it's harder than edge-based detection cameras themselves or could it be a stepping stone? it's all about the computer power available, and the number of simultaneous videos analyzed. I'm not sure I can give a simple answer. 1 As the edge of the camera only had to watch
videos from one camera, the support station would be able to handle 4 videos at a time while also handling these cameras, I could see that is the issue. 1 As a bump for people who may have a problem with battery life. My battery went from 100% to 37% in one night in the car. I ordered three more WCO, and I feel cheated. I really want
the product I was expecting Is you extended live streaming, app, alexa or google? or planned recording? time expires? The app is open, is that it is considered live streaming, if it is then yes otherwise no . No video, no time circles. Only three events. Last night I charged the camera and put it in the car again, this morning I have 98%
significantly better! I hope I can use the camera as intended. Thank you for answering. I really want the camera to work 1 out of 3 cams, 1 did it for 24 hours, the other 2 did it for about 4-5 days, the recording cap on the outdoor cam vs v1/v2/ pan is just complete, I do not know how to say, [redacted]. We're going to support you, and that's
what you're going to give us? Don't make me motion plus or whatever. I'm a customer of 5699, I was with you before you were who you are now. I work at Sprint and shared your camera with everyone and everyone who listened to me. About 5/k party-ple. Not only does my outdoor cam do a continuous record or record of events only. It
only records 12 seconds, even 64gb of memory card base. I'm lost for words like Dev and Human. I'm sure you're using your free aws account in the cloud, after all, you sold them your pearl, so I know even though you don't want to admit it. You're stocked up like a parting gift, That's fine, but don't shoot my broken ass. Reputation/Brand
toook a huge hit on this one. What's next for snake oil? Long curvy, call me cashmere! Add insult to injury you ask me 50ea I bought 3 max, Only to find out to add the ons is 40.00. I mean, really? Why do I need three hubs? I've so done this topic ... Brannon B Facebook Dev/ Cyber Security Expert. MOD NOTE: Post delivered in
accordance with Community guidelines. you did not appear to read the description of the product or watch the release video at all. I don't think you have anyone but yourself in this... 5 close the live stream after viewing ... It's like a phone, if you don't turn off the screen, if you're not using it, it uses a lot of battery. 1 Like a great, thank you.
To the long battery life! 1 As 3 weeks 2 WCO's, one that gets a little more squirrel action then the other is 85% and the other is 90%. I understand that continuous recording is not a thing due to their battery life, but is there a way to go past 12 second clips or get rid of cool down motion? Is Csm Plus this WCO? Im doing just OK battery life
... From what I do not quite understand how to flash the outdoor cam can use 2 AA batteries, capture about 10 events per day and still charge after 2.5 years through 3 harsh winters ... Im sure that there will be some tuning done over time, as I want to replace all 8 of my flashes wco ... I'm not yet, because I'm still a little worried about
battery life. etc 1 As from what I do not quite understand how to flash an outdoor cam can be used 2 AA batteries, capture about 10 events per day and still have a charge after 2.5 years through 3 tough winters ... I think that the Blink system uses disposable AA lithium batteries, vs. rechargeable ones in this WCO. I don't have a flashing
camera, so I can't confirm if it can also do livestreaming. So yes, it uses loose batteries, but why should it be so important how much we get? It does live streaming as well, not indefinitely, but you can go live and see what's happening to them. THey is also half the size of almost. Look I know it sounds like I'm banging on the WCO, and
maybe a little bit I am, but only because I so very much want it to succeed. I love most wyze products (open / close / sensor not included haha) and I have a TON of them (12 + pan / v2 , scale, open close, bulbs, etc.). I want to buy more. I just put a WCO on my flowers to pass the time... I think it's a great feature. im excited to make some
of this. For the main purpose of motion detection, etc., I think it has little chance of going yet. I like to see them involve the community though, I think that goes a long way. the next page → ask the connection on The Outdoor Cam Battery to replace the user. If not, what's the battery life? Thank you No, the battery is not replaceable. I'm not
sure about life expectancy. Someone else can chat in if they know. It's disappointing. Because batteries life is affected by temperature and a limited number of charging units. It would be interesting to see the life cycle of the battery used. Being in Arizona, when Daylight Saving Time temps are often over or 110F. Today's high is projected
to be 111F. Most car batteries last only 3 years in this environment. So I just don't know how often the camera needs to be replaced. (Or if someone comes up with a hack on how to crack the case and replace the batteries. In the AMA they mentioned something a typical lithium ion battery can do in 500 charging cycles before you see a
noticeable decrease in performance. Assuming charged once every 3 months, which is like 10 years of battery life in theory. There is no definite effect of the temperature. 2 Like I think that once every 3 months is very optimistic about what I read in the product pages. I just think it should be a replaceable part. I'm just saying... Thanks for
all that take the time to reply. Once a month would be another ~ 3.5 years. You can probably cut that down to 2 years in extreme heat and cold climates. I think it would be good for at least 3.5 years. I charge my phone all the time and it is still available for a fee after 2-3 years. The phone does not miss -40 or +100 degrees semeste. 1 As I
hoped it would have been AA batteries like flashes. This way, downtime just requires time to replace batteries. How long does it take to charge the camera... A couple of hours? Then you have to go and re-install it? Also I do not know how it is attached to the mount? Like Arlos with a magnet that's easy to put on and take off... 1 As I can
not believe that it has two batteries and you can not replace them on and off charging to avoid stepping off the camera ... True, but I'd ask it at least 30 times more often. And if I have a field hill high enough to be out of the reach of bad actors... I think reloading every three months takes a lot of time associated with the ladder. Winter can
be a challenge. 1 As if it were true. I load my phone every night. 1 As what is the value of the proposal here? Wyze is known for blowing away the competition at a price. The new WOC is probably $50 plus the $10 required for shipping. Blink is about $89 for free shipping. Is that enough to excuse the expression of moving the needle? 1
As it is fair value from my point of view, assuming that I do not understand the comfort-ladder issue. Maybe a mountain outside the window. It's not a bad price, it just doesn't shock the world with a $25 decent 1080p camera price. Instead of 1/10 price for the competition (90% less), it's more like 30% less. Still a nice thing if it is such a
battery only the product you are looking for. 1 As of yes, I think it is a fair and accurate summary. And ironically, maybe WOC is better suited indoors at least until we know more about battery life and recharge. 1 Like fine luck loading every month. It says 3 months, but we all know in real life that it is not; It will be. Make sure you have that
ladder comfortable and hope that someone breaks 5 hours it takes free 1 Like (Disclaimer: I'm old, retired, and not much things better done than tinker (fart?) around electronic gadgets.) So, I'm an early subscriber to Wyze Outdoor Cam. The first thing I do is test it to see how it works. The other thing I'm going to do is tear it to pieces to
see what's in it. Many electronic devices that claim not to have user-replaceable batteries have batteries that are easily replaced by minimal watering or replacing a similar battery. I'll let you know if I think it is. battery. (Yes, I know God forgive me, I will revoke my guarantee → →.
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